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Typical Foundation Underpinning
“Any successful underpinning system
must transfer the loads of a structure
below the failing soils to a more
competent layer below.”
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The hollow stem “sectional” augers are
5’-0” in length which allow the piling to be
installed in low headroom conditions. The
sections are assembled during the drilling
process to reach a depth where firm
bearing material can be found.
The high strength grout used for the piling
is pumped under pressure through the
“hollow stem” of the auger drill. It is this
process that allows pilings to be installed
below the ground water table which would
inhibit any digging operation attempted by
hand.
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Underpinning Process
Step 1: An access hole is opened 24
inches below the foundation for the
auger placement.
Step 2: The pile is drilled to the desired
depth where pumping begins. Grout is
placed through the stem of the auger
while the bit is withdrawn..
Step 3: The area to be the pile cap is
cleaned of the drilling spoil and
pumped with a high strength grout mix.
Reinforcing steel is placed in the pile
and pile cap.
Step 4: After the cement has had time
to cure (3 days minimum), jacks can
be placed on the pile cap to lift the
structure.
Step 5: When the structure is lifted,
the secondary pour is made encasing the
jack and filling any void that may have
been created during the lift.
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Existing Foundation

“Secondary Pour”
Mechanical jacks will be encased
in this area.

12” Minimum

12” for hydraulic jack placement

3 #5 diameter bars top and 2 #5
diameter bars bottom with “
”
stirrups.

U

Location of jack minimizes
eccentric loads on foundation

This steel placement is required to
react the eccentric load on the pile.

Plan View of pile cap

4 #5 diameter bars

Unlike premanufactured underpinning
systems such as anchors or piers, Auger
Cast Pile underpinnings can be specially
reinforced for unique loading conditions.

Auger Piles ANYWHERE
When or where others won’t fit, we get to drilling !
Support new additions : Foundation supplements for 2nd story add-ons
Foundation underpinnings : Coastal design requirements

With small and compact equipment, JSI Foundations can install Auger
Cast Piles within the tightest site conditions. JSI can work inside, under,
or in close proximity to existing structures for foundation
underpinnings or new construction piles.
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